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The Second Coming Is Here!
(THE SPECIALS Volume 4, no. 18 )
News Release from the University of
5. Peace will reign by the teachers of the Light
Melchizedek
finally agreeing to serve the highest intention of
After the Fall you were subject to lower forces their souls.
and remained so until the time of Israel's
establishment as a nation.1 From that moment 6. There has been a request for an increase in
on new forces began to arrive on planet Earth. Angelic support here on Earth. This will be done.
These forces of the liberation of humanity and And no sooner was it requested in behalf of all —
all life intended are regrouping as a new wave in behalf of the long-suffering peoples and all
creation including our beloved Mother Earth —
that has entered the system.
than
the Angelic Kingdom began to respond in
The mask is finally released and all humanity
and creatures of the light will be recognized as numbers.
divine and measured thus for qualification in
7. We will remove all trace of human suffering as
the light vibrations.
a platform is built to accommodate the new laws
of
planet circuitry. Resist not the Light. This
The sum total of this is:
Light has been increased to such an extent that it
is
beneficial for you to respond in positive
1. No more quarreling on the planet. You will
acceptance
to the direction of your soul's intent
be liberated from conflict.
2. No disease will afflict you and cause you
suffering so as to keep you from your
ascension duties.
3. All Lightworkers, already chosen to serve as
teachers of the light dimension (Sixth World),
will be appropriated now to serve as intended
from the First Agreement made with
Melchizedek who is the author and originator
of the terms hereof.
4. All wars will be halted in midstream if
necessary. Every possible assistance shall be
given to the United Nations and the vision of a
united world of spiritual intent and cosmic
origin.
1

Continued on page 3
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Jesus said that you must lose your life to find it.
The immortal body cannot become a reality for you if you hold
on to the mortal body—a body created out of mortal
consciousness.
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The Second Coming Is Here!
Continued from page 2

and the person of your guiding Prince of way in schools of light readied for this purpose.
Others who remain here may feel a lack of identity,
Peace.
even confusion or a sense of paralysis. This will
8. Finally, all negativity will cease other occur as the light dissolves the darkness and the
than the natural negative energy, bound ways of Earth are integrated with the ways of the
and held in agreement with the unification Light. Because of the effect of the increased light
program. That negative relationship is in upon many human beings, you are asked to serve
coordination with the Queen Mother or as qualified teachers, as a guide and benevolent
Universe Mother and cannot be separated friend to the ones who will be in the throes of
from the divine positive vibration of the massive change.
Creator. Thus a magnetic energy field has Like a Great Wave I creep over you to know Myself. I
been inserted within the body of the planet send My Light Angels before Me to prepare the way.
Earth to permit increased balancing to Let those who have understanding of My program
lay down their nets and respond to the need of My
take place in all quarters of this land.
planet. And when you do this I will provide all that
These are the words of Melchizedek to you need in every area of your service. Be clothed
with Light now and be suns of radiance. I AM the
you:
Dear ones, you have been lost, now you Second Coming, the Golden Gate has opened, the
have been found. You have been united Messiah has passed through. Give up the conflict of
once again into the magnetic field of your your religious beliefs and come to the Truth of
Creator. This enables you — all life — to Melchizedek. I AM One.
participate openly and with conscious
agreement to the Father's Plan and to With this announcement....
return to your image and likeness as a full The Christian term for this change into new
dimensional frequency is the “Second Coming.” It
registered Melchizedek experiential son.
may be termed the entrance of the Messiah or the
Thus the orders have gone out by decree of Sixth World. Names and religious terms often
Father Melchizedek and the Council of cause us to disagree and this disagreement has
Twelve. A decision has been made through often taken us to war with one another. How
this Council and through the Presence of foolish! How childish and how utterly stupid! But
Michael, your Universe Creator, that this is as the Apostle Paul has so ably stated, Then we saw
a time of awakening and full recognition of in part. But as the veil of illusion lifts, we will see in
the world of light. Your Inner Voice will wholeness.
guide you and direct you as you change Gather yourselves to the will of the Creator. Lift
your consciousness and become a true your hearts and minds to that One. Listen to the
Melchizedek son (or Sun). Be aware of this. coordinating Spirit of the One Voice and serve the
You have entered the body of Michael, the Hierarchy now in the field of Light as the Incoming
Universe Creator. It is His will that governs Christ.
the land and you will be “hearing” or Humanity has been re-identified and re-created.
“knowing” His Voice soon as Creative Help others. Know that all has been forgiven. Can
Power. This enables you to lift your spirit the tiny child be held accountable? The Earth has
and to coordinate your vital e-motions in a suffered too long. We will not let her suffer any
longer. It is the decision of the Hierarchical Board
ring on Earth of vital supply for all.
As the increase in assistance and that the Second Coming is released, which is the
overturning of the lower energies is taking wave of Christ Presence or the Universe Creator as
place, the negative resistance to the new a Sun upon all life.
world will be dissolved. Those who are not There is naught you can do to earn this. It is done.
prepared for the increase of light, the new And so it is with all life. God's miracles perform.
light jacket being extended now, may be Peace and good will to all.
lifted from the planet and taught of the new Crystal
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THE REVELATORY EXPERIENCE
THE MASTER'S PAPERS no. 90
When a new revelation is born within
you and you experience the passage
of light through your system, this
light, of itself, will disturb old forms
of crystallized patterns. This
disturbance is the breaking up of old
energy to be used for the new
concept, the new rhythm, the new
life.
But-Here is what happens during this
creative process in the mind and in
the heart. That which was called
"your world" cannot remain, nor has
it any place in your new world of
revelatory change. You have created
a new world by your revelation. You
have denounced the old. Thus that
which was of the former can no
longer be. It must give way to the
new. And in the process of this giving
way, unpleasantness in the form of
discomfort both physical and
psychological can result.
Following a revelatory experience -and the nature of revelation will be
discussed in a minute -- a
quantitative jump has caused
patterns to be rejected within the
mind. These old and comfortable
patterns are as refuse or garbage to
the rushing river of new thought that
is forming of itself within the brain.
New mind consciousness is
translating out of your system all
thought patterns that no longer exist
in your reality! Nothing is thrown
away however. For thoughts are
energy and energy can be translated
into new forms of life.
The revelatory experience itself acts
as a force of initiation. A tremendous
outpour of light frequency charges
your mind. You must meet it. You
must meet this light by your

acceptance of it. A new world is created in thought.
Out of this new light a new world is seeded. And it is
in this new world that you find yourself. Because
the revelation itself comes with enormous power,
the breakup is immediate. That which was is no
longer. Yet, as is often the case, there is attachment
to the old way and so a struggle ensues. You may
find that you are truly bewitched by the revelation
yet strongly attached to your previous world. You
may find it difficult to let go, to recall the revelation
and to believe in it. And so, you may find yourself
literally caught between two worlds, divided.
The initiatory force of the revelation has not
forgotten itself! It has been born. It will live! It digs
its feet into the world of matter and commences to
build of itself: the world of light. In the very force of
the revelation, the old is loosened and now must be
faced. In order for the revelation to live, the student
must see through the past patterns. There must be
no clinging to the previous patterns. You must be
ready to live the revelation!
As the revelation continues to grow and embody
itself, that which was old may appear as the dragon
on the path, the negative thoughtform, even the evil
spirit. It is only through detachment that the old
simply isn't.
During the revelatory period, where energy
translates itself and reveals new life through itself,
there can and often is resistance to the emerging
new form. Thus you may feel resistance in the air,
through others, in your own body and mind. But
keep to the light of your revelation. It carries the
energy and is declared by you to live as truth. Stay
with your truth!
Increased negativity is normal following a
revelation. It is simply the passing away of that
which was real for you in your mind. Let it go. Let
the joy of new life be yours as you learn to live in
revelation, leaping from one plateau to the next as
you find and discover the world of light, the world of
infinite patterns and potential.
-Crystal
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GOLDEN BODY OF THE LORD
I, Crystal, have been given a vision of
Christ descending AS LIGHT, a Light
that enraptures you. It is vibrating
through this Earth system at a very
fast rate and It is shoving off that
which It is not. (Witness the amazing
events in East ern Europe,
November-December 1989.) On
November 1, at 6:00 pm, I received
this Message: The Coming of The
Christ. He is making His descent now
with the Legions of Light.
The descending Christ or INCOMING
CHRIST manifesting as great and
wondrous emanations of divine grace
- sent from The Father Himself, part of
the Universe Program - decrees Itself
into existence and into
EXPRESSION by Word of God. And it
is through this challenge of
magnificent Power that we will
triumph. All to the glory of God and His
process of uniting all into Him in a
vibrating awareness of light and love.
I want everyone conscious of their
divinity. And this throws Me into a
unity that is manifest as GOD THE
SUPREME.
This Light, as The Mighty Christ, that
is descending into all areas of this
planet, decrees justice. Powerful and
wonderful is this Word. He that comes
is powerful and wonderful and is with
you always as Consciousness The
Supreme.
Moving in through all life is the
Consciousness of the One sent -- He
that is called Jesus, the Lord of
Creation, is now embodied through all
life, as Christ realization emerges as
the Truth of Being.
THE LIGHT BODY IS THE SECOND
COMING.
(From The University
Papers no. 24, page 4)
You will be learning more of this as
The Melchizedek Lessons unfold. He
Who comes bears no thought of
anything save the I AM. This brings a
new energy into this holy sphere. I AM

(UNIVERSITY PAPERS NO. 51)
The University of Melchizedek aligns you into
the Creative Power. The position of your
consciousness must rely on the Christ Energy
now, so that the Holy Mother can vibrate
through your heart chakra (center) as new life.
This entrance of the Mother permits you to be
creative once more. Take upon yourself the new
position: I AM THAT I AM.
one with The Father and He with me. Say this
over and over.
The Entrance of the Christ Presence as
emanations of Light calls forth the glory within
the soul. It, the Light, searches out the center
of your being and It solidifies your Creative
Power. This blessed Light would be likened
unto the Transfiguration on this planet. It is the
program of the Rapture, the Seal of the
Revelation: the Body of Light that calls you
back into Itself, into that place that the Lord
has prepared out of His own Consciousness.
Thus you are lifted up by this Great Light into
high-intensity union. You will begin to FEEL
this upliftment now. And it will process through
you as the Great Light of Sananda, Who is
Lord of the Cosmos now in the Universal
Father.
These emanations of Light, degrees of the
Light Force, are manifesting as a cloud of
union. It is the process of union with the Father
God; it is the Christ descending in the body of
Sananda or JESUS. Many will certainly FEEL
this Light; some will SEE It. This Christ Light is
etheric; It is magnetic. It is like hundreds of
Without this key, the Body of Light cannot be
attained. You are IN the Body of Light as you accept
The Christ into your system as reality and know Him
as immortal life through your heart-stream. Then
can you say, I live in Him and He in Me and We are
One ! (The immortal life is yours as you join Christ
in His system. That is Power personified, the living
Life within you.) As you join with The Christ AS
IMMORTAL LIFE your whole system changes into
light, the Light of All-Consciousness Divine. He Who
is greater than the world translates you into Him.
This is the Rapture for you and for all who accept the
Records of Sananda (Jesus) - the great union on
Earth. (The great gate is open NOW.) Therefore, in
this day and age, all shall come home to the FatherMother God. So saith your Lord as The Christ
(Living Light in you).
(From The University Papers no. 18, page 9)

arms reaching out FOR ITS
OWN. As your heart is open
and your Christ within
acknowledged and received,
the Great Light - like a mighty
arm of light - will search out that
Christ within you and draw that
wondrous Self unto Itself as
One. That Light emerging will
claim Its own; It reaches to that
Christ within YOU. This is the
way you are enveloped in light
a n d g a t h e r e d u p . Yo u r
participation, your
contribution, in nourishing and
acknowledging that Christ
within you, is the threshold
through which this descending
or INCOMING Christ
emanation can reach you and
gather you up.
I stand with the Light and I AM
that Light within me as I AM!
Behold, I cannot be other than
That which was given from the
Beginning.
The Body of Light is that Light
emanation; it is the ingathering
mixing, agreeing, merging with
the Light you have fanned
within your own being as the I
AM Presence, or the Christ
within. This Light emanation,
Arm of God, is entering this
system to claim Its own. It is the
powerful re-entry of Sananda's
Light. It is the position of your
Creator as He-She takes
command of His Universe as I
AM.
The Records and the lessons
given through this University
have prepared you well for this
incoming revelation. You
should not be caught off-guard
by the radiations of the Divine
One. As you have learned your
lessons well, so shall you be
embodied by this Light. And
there shall not be thirst, nor
Continued on page 6
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Sacred Earth, Sacred Place
(UNIVERSITY PAPERS NO. 54)

Man is a spiritual being. On this premise we have founded
our work. When we understand our component parts, we
understand God.
If you would just love me,
I
would give you everything
GOLDEN BODY OF THE LORD
you need.
Continued from page 5
(Planet Earth speaking)
hunger.
Thus, the Body of Light has much to do with
the mixing and mingling of the Christ
descending, the Incoming Christ, as It
gathers Its own. Its own does not mean the
personality but it has to do with the Christ
within, or Seed of original creation - the I
AM. That is the Child of the Universe WHO
YOU ARE IN TRUTH. So you see, the
Christ within is in truth the doorway, the
threshold, the very key into the new
dimension of Creative Power: our new
heaven and our new earth.
Jesus serves as the unifying focus for all
mankind. When you know Jesus, you
know the Creator in you as you.
You have been lifted through His 'death'
into His Life. Take on the mortal no
longer.
The forces of realization through Jesus
The Christ have done the work. (From
The University Papers no. 24, page 5.)
There is an ingathering that is taking place
in the harvest of His own. It is this Gathering
that you will be feeling as the intensity will
grow. WE are blessed to be here and
witness this? Here begins a mass
translation and a second Pentecost:
Pentecost for Humanity.
Claim and ACCEPT your place in the
Golden Body of The Lord. The vibrations of
Unity will cover you with His Presence. He
is vital; He is assuring. He bears no malice,
only love. Only love. Come to that One who
is unconditional love. He Who is
POSITIONED in that Love is entering your
system. You are lifted into that Love.

come to that which is whole
and decree. And the fluid
shall answer you as the I
AM.

THE HOLY SPIRIT
EMBODIES ALL LIFE.
IT IS THE SUBSTANCE
OF ALL THINGS.
The conditions of this planet
are and will continue to move
consciousness of humanity Such are the conditions on
Earth at this time that
into a new sphere.
humanity can no longer
This is a declaration of a new live upon it without altering
humanity and a new radiant his/her energy pattern.
planet Earth who, as the The rapidly changing Earth
Creative Power rises, move planet is literally forcing
into a new dimension and a creation, including human
new embodiment of light beings, into the etheric
light zones (fifth and sixth
fluid.
dimensions).
The human condition is
changing - but not fast For in order to adapt at
enough. More is needed from Un iverse con sisten cy,
each and every one of you. As human beings and all
you listen and decree, know creation must loose the
that Earth is listening too. If denser physical body and
you agree, manifestation will reclothe themselves in
light. To remain on the
occur.
planet, that is.
No more can you live for
yourself, O man. I say, no A s t h e P o s i t i o n i n g
more. I, Divine Intelligence, Consciousness is vitalizing
respond only to the whole I t s e l f w i t h i n y o u a s
embodiment that I have consciousness supreme, so
created as I AM. I do not t h e P o s i t i o n i n g
know separation. What has Consciousness is vitalizing
been cannot be. I have Itself on and within planet
This is the
become greater in you. I have E a r t h .
embodied My Son's Truth on Passageway to the new, the
Earth, in her every living cell. Ultimate.
She is of Me and I of her. We
are together at one. You have You cannot live in the
brought into earth a false Presence of this Positioning
program.
I breathe you Consciousness without
i n t o n e w n e s s , G o d - changing - if you are to
centeredness. I breathe new adapt and continue to live
life into you and complete on this planet. The higher
you as Myself. Therefore,
Continued on page 7
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Sacred Earth, Sacred Place
Continued from page 6

horizons cannot be sustained or maintained
without the consciousness of ALL: the
interconnectiveness of all life. This awareness
and agreement of the BODY OF CHRIST, the
Supreme Lord of this planet, is paramount as
humanity moves into a new dimension of
Ultimate frequency and recognized wholeness.
The awareness that everything is
interconnected and inter-related as a body or
consciousness that is Supreme Intelligence is
the revelation for this time and hour.
You see, the body temperature and frequency
is changing in the quest for life. EVERYTHING
is changing in its desire to survive and live on
this planet. The Earth is changing. It is
becoming a star brilliant in the heavens. It is
translating into light. Therefore, the body of
man (humanity) is changing as rapidly as
possible to light that man might continue to
dwell upon this Earth. As your body awareness
is changing, so must your heart and mind:
being always conscious of the oneness of life
and the interconnectiveness of all creation.
(Not only is woman rising and we must
remember the power of woman, but we must
also remember the power of the squirrel and
the power of the wind. We cannot live
separately any longer. This planet will not
permit it.)
A new healing...
Your body, your health, is maintained and
developed by Earth. She knows your body as
herself. As you treat Earth with respect and
love, so she will respond as a healthy and lively
body. Your health comes from the EARTH. She
is your body on the physical and material
plane. Your relationship to her creates the
functioning physical, material form. As Earth
changes her body -- which she is in the process
of doing -- so do human beings -- even all
creation, that is destined to continue in and
with Earth as she forms her body of light.
Begin to send out waves of love and respect to
this Earth. Ask how you might better serve
her. Ask her to be with you as she rises and

gives out great light of Holy Spirit radiance.
THE BREATH OF GOD IS EMANATIONS OF
GLORY RADIATING FROM THE CREATOR INTO
ALL PARTS OF HIS CREATION.
THIS IS THE SUPREME.
You are not above nor below any of God's
creation. Human beings are partners with the
wave of the sea and the depths of the ocean.
Partners with all creatures who abide on this
Earth, with the invisibles, with the rocks and the
stones. Once you develop this consciousness of
union you will see things far differently than you
do today. And you will have no more disease that
is rooted in separation: for the Holy Spirit knows
no other but the One.
She
carries this
experientially.
Now, in the embodiment of The One, as It knows
Itself and agrees with Itself in harmony with all
life, there comes a vibrant challenge to the
human beings. It is the challenge of Jesus, it is
the challenge of Sananda. It is the formation of a
new life in Spirit.
And here we go back to Earth again to
understand that Earth is resurrecting herself
and coming into a new dimension of divine love.
If you will join her and receive the new body of
light that is carefully prepared from herself, then
you must rise -- as she is rising -- and take up
your domain in Christ. For Christ has penetrated
Earth to such a degree that she cannot reject
Him. Christ is wholeness, oneness, universality,
unconditional love and light. There is no other
body for this time but this.
The Life Force of this Earth is going to help you as
you love and respect Earth and all creation,
visible and invisible AS THE SAME. If you cannot
do this, she, Earth, will abandon you and you
will know storms. Come to Earth's enfolding
arms. She has a message for you as she tells you:
You are sacred, I am sacred, all life is sacred to
our Mother. And these things she knows and
knows well. She can tell you much. You can hear
her through the tree and see her in the winds.
Continued on page 8
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Sacred Earth, Sacred
Continued from page 7

A further word about healing
...
So frequently people try to
heal themselves. There is no
truth in the way you see
yourself as you try to heal
"yourself." The Holy Spirit
cannot hear you from this
point or degree of awareness.
She knows only the Son who is
the LIFE and the
INTELLIGENCE of God as I http://shop.melchizedeklearnin
AM. When the Son speaks, g.com/product.sc?categoryId=
She listens. Now where is the 2&productId=604
Son? In the wholeness. In the
divine truth. As you give to the
wholeness, God reality, you
then open your consciousness
to the revealed love of the
Creator. Whatever the
problem is, whatever the
seeming appearance of
difficulty, as you rest in the
divinity that is yours, in the
wholeness of Good and the
Beingness of His nature as
you, then God as Holy Spirit
can express through you
fulfilling the need and prayers
of many.
Your consciousness, then,
becomes God's vehicle to
answer many needs. For
instance: It may appear that
you are in debt and you cannot
seem to manifest the supply to
meet the obligation. Yet there
are many who have a similar
"problem.'' Many children of
the light, desirous to serve
God. As you raise your
consciousness out of "self"
into the allness of God, you
will feel God answering and
SUPPLYING HIS BODY. This
is true healing and it is done in
Christ.

http://www.shop.melchizedekle
arning.com/product.sc?categor
yId=52&productId=715

http://shop.melchizedeklearning.co
m/product.sc?categoryId=23&prod
uctId=176

http://shop.melchizedeklear
ning.com/product.sc?catego
ryId=25&productId=195

http://shop.melchizedeklearning.
com/product.sc?categoryId=28&
productId=312
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